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1. Introduction

In line with efforts around the globe to search for

alternative reference rates to replace the London

Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), the Indian

Bankers Association (IBA) constituted a Working

Group in October 2019 to assess the overall impact

of LIBOR transition in India and build consensus

amongst market participants on the fallback

methodologies for LIBOR linked financial

products, such as the FBIL Mumbai Interbank

Forward Outright Rate (MIFOR) curve. This was

followed by the release of two new benchmarks,

namely, the FBIL Adjusted MIFOR Curve (as on

June 15, 2021) and the FBIL Modified MIFOR

Curve (as on June 30, 2021), with Financial

Benchmarks India Pvt. Ltd (FBIL) as the

Benchmark Administrator and The Clearing

Corporation of India Ltd (CCIL) as the Calculation

Agent. On July 8, 2021, the Reserve Bank of India

(RBI) put forth a press release on “the roadmap for

LIBOR transition” for banks and financial

institutions in the country.

This article traces the origins of the London

I n t e r b a n k O f f e r e d R a t e ( L I B O R ) , i t s

transformation into the most important interest

rate in the global financial markets and the

loopholes that triggered the global shift to

Alternative Reference Rates (ARR) with particular

emphasis on highlighting the transition process in

India.

2. A Brief History of LIBOR

Of all the financial benchmarks created till date,

none have reached the global status of the LIBOR.

The origins of LIBOR are generally traced to an $80

million syndicated loan arranged in 1969 for the

cash-strapped Shah of Iran by a Greek banker

Minos Zombanakis, who ran the London branch of

Manufacturer’s Hanover. The loan was funded with

a series of rolling deposits and the borrowers were

charged an interest rate recalculated every few

months, which Zombanakis called the London

Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). The rate was

derived from a simple formula, based on funding

costs reported by the banks in the syndicate just

before a loan-rollover date. The weighted average,

rounded to the nearest eighth of a percentage point

plus a spread for profit, became the price of the loan

for the next period. This loan was one of the first to

charge a variable rate of interest that reflected

changing market conditions and to be split among a

group of banks. The LIBOR-linked syndicated-

loan market had ballooned to about $46 billion by

1982 due to the substantial growth of Eurodollars

as a funding source in the international financial

markets. These were dollar-denominated deposits

held outside the United States, called Eurodollars as

initially they were held at foreign banks or at the

overseas branches of US banks across Europe.
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By the 1980s, LIBOR was also widely adopted by

bankers as a simple, fair and independent proxy for

bank borrowing costs. LIBOR became even more

critical for the global markets with the expansion of

the use of interest rate derivatives particularly

interest rate swaps (IRS) that started trading in 1981

following a period of extreme volatility in global

rates. LIBOR rates were the most widely used

reference rates for the floating legs of the IRS

contracts. By the 1990s, these rates served as the

benchmarks for a global range of products ranging

from retail loans to derivative settlement on

exchanges and were written into standard derivative

and loan documentation such as the International

Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) terms.

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange adopted LIBOR

as the reference rate for Eurodollar futures

contracts in January 1997. LIBOR was also used as a

barometer to measure strain in money markets and

as a gauge of market expectation for future central

bank interest rates.

Banks had incentives to report lower rates as they

started accepting Euordollar deposits at LIBOR-

linked interest rates. With the growing criticality of

LIBOR, in October 1984, the British Bankers’

Association (BBA) in consultation with the Bank of

England began codifying the estimation of LIBOR

rates that were still being released on an ad hoc basis

by the various banks involved with individual deals.

The BBA Interest Rate Settlement (“BBAIRS”)

launched in September 1985 preceded the BBA

LIBOR fixings which commenced from January 1,

1986. The BBA established a panel of banks that

would be polled each day and tweaked the original

formula to strip out the bottom and top quartile of

quotes to discourage manipulation. Until 1998,

submissions from panel members were based upon

the following: “At what rate do you think interbank

term deposits will be offered by one prime bank to

another prime bank for a reasonable market size

today at 11 AM?” In other words, the BBA LIBOR

gave an indication of the average rate at which

contributor banks could obtain unsecured funding

in the London interbank market for a given period,

in a given currency. From 1998, submissions were

linked to contributors’ own market activity, rather

than a hypothetical entity.

Estimation of the BBA LIBOR

From 1998, BBA LIBOR rates were computed as a ‘trimmed arithmetic mean’ of polled rates submitted by

LIBOR contributor banks responding to the question: “At what rate could you borrow funds were you to do

so by asking for and then accepting interbank offers in a reasonable market size just prior to 11 AM?”

Submissions were expected to be based upon the lowest perceived funding rates for each bank based on its

credit and liquidity risk profile. 6-18 contributor banks were selected for currency panels in line with three

guiding principles:

1. Scale of market activity

2. Credit rating

3. Perceived expertise in the currency concerned

Thomson Reuters was the designated calculation agent for BBA LIBOR. Once the submissions were received

they were ranked them in descending order and the highest and lowest 25% of submissions were dropped as
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outliers. The remaining contributions were then arithmetically averaged to create a BBA LIBOR quote. This

was repeated for multiple currencies and maturities. All the rates were quoted as an annualized interest rate.

While the polling and formula were kept simple for ease of operation, there were 3 in-built issues in this

method which later on led to the widespread manipulations by the contributor panel of banks:

• Poll submissions were not necessarily based on actual transactions, as not all banks were expected to

require funds in marketable size each day in each of the currencies/maturities they quoted, mandating this

was considered infeasible to create a full suite of LIBOR rates.

• Reasonable market size was intentionally left broadly defined as otherwise it would have required constant

monitoring and adjustments. It was also considered infeasible to mandate it due to the variations in the

markets for different currencies and maturities.

• The “just prior to” 11 AM GMT timing was highly subjective.

Initially computed only for three currencies – the

US Dollar, the British Pound Sterling and the

Japanese Yen, by 2008, LIBOR rates were

announced for ten currencies (AUD (Australian

Dollar), CAD (Canadian Dollar), CHF (Swiss

Franc), DKK (Danish Krone), EUR (Euro), GBP

(Sterling), JPY (Japanese Yen), NZD (New Zealand

Dollar), SEK (Swedisk Krona) and USD (US

Dollar)) in 15 maturity terms ranging from

overnight to one year i.e. 150 rates each business day.

However, while more maturities and currencies

were being added, changes in the underlying

funding market gradually made the fair calculation

of LIBOR infeasible. The global growth of

collateralized repo markets coupled with regulatory

restrictions on uncollateralized lending led to the

gradual drying up of LIBOR’s underlying funding

markets making the LIBOR polling highly

judgmental and unverifiable.

LIBOR being the pricing and valuation benchmark

in multiple markets gave rise to a conflict of interest

for the poll submitters which also held positions in

such markets. The inherent deficiencies mentioned

above were exploited by the poll submitters as the

underlying market shrank. While concerns over the

conflict of interest in the rate setting process had

been brought to the notice of regulators since 1996 ,

this practice became evident during the Global

Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2007-08 when the LIBOR

rates were polled at significantly lower levels than

indicated by the prevailing market rates. Various

media and academic publications beginning in 2008

brought the issue under limelight forcing British

and US regulators to start investigations into the

LIBOR fixation process. By 2012, manipulations in

LIBOR fixations were established and banks were

fined about $9 billion for misconduct . Following

these events, the UK Financial Conduct Authority

(FCA) commissioned the Wheatley Review of

LIBOR which shifted the responsibility of

2

3

2

3

Reuters Special Report - How gaming Libor became business as usual: https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-libor-fixing-origins-idUKBRE8AJ0MO20121120
LIBOR: The Rise and the Fall; Vasudev Hemachandran; RBI Bulletin November 2020



Chart 1: Interplay of the key Dates associated with the Computation of the Fallback Rate

Source: Bloomberg IBOR Fallback Rate Adjustment Rule Book
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benchmark administration to the Intercontinental

Exchange (ICE), put in place an oversight

committee, governance reforms by poll submitters

as well as discontinuing the publication of LIBOR

in certain currencies and maturities in which the

volumes of trades were particularly low. In March

2021, the FCA notified that it will not compel or

persuade banks to provide LIBOR submissions

after December 31, 2021.

The first and foremost challenge for the regulators

and the financial entities is to ensure that there is a

fallback rate in place that can continue to value the

LIBOR-l inked products after LIBOR is

discontinued (legacy trades). However, these

alternate rates cannot be directly used as a fallback

rate for LIBOR because of structural difference

between the two rates. Therefore, appropriate

modifications are required to make them

structurally equivalent to LIBOR rates so that they

can be used to value legacy trades.

In case of USD LIBOR, the Alternative Reference

3. Global Developments in LIBORTransition

Rates Committee (ARRC), a group of private-

market participants convened by the Federal

Reserve Board and the New York Fed, proposed an

All- in-Fallback rate for USD-LIBOR by

considering Secured Overnight Funding Rate

(SOFR) as the replacement rate. It is an overnight

rate for secured local dollar borrowing. However,

being a secured overnight rate, it does not possess

the term premium and the credit risk premium that

is inherent in term LIBOR rates. Hence, for the

term alignment, the Adjusted SOFR (ASOFR) is

calculated, which is the overnight SOFR

compounded in arrears for the applicable tenor. To

arrive at the credit spread adjustment for each tenor,

a historical median spread between the LIBOR and

Adjusted SOFR for a 5-year look back period, is

computed and added to ASOFR. The resultant All-

in fallback rate has been proposed to be used for the

valuation of the LIBOR legacy trades. Bloomberg

publishes this All-in-Fallback rate for USD-LIBOR.

The interplay of the key dates associated with the

computation of the Fallback Rate is provided in

Chart 1.
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As part of the global benchmark reform, LCH and

CME changed their discounting methodology for

derivative contracts in October 2020 by replacing

their existing discounting curves with the new ones

linked to the replacement rates. For USD

denominated contracts, the discounting changed

from the Effective Federal Funds Rate (EFFR) to

SOFR. The regulator and administrators hoped that

this shift would prompt increased activity in the

SOFR market. However, global market participants

raised concerns that areas like trade financing

required rates to be known in advance due to which

transitioning was expected to follow the

development of the term rates of these RFR(s).

With respect to SOFR, a target of June 2021 was set

by ARRC to finalize on a forward looking term SOFR

curve. On July 29, 2021, the ARRC formally

recommended the forward-looking Term SOFR

developed by the CME Group . However, to align

with its principles on the scope use of Term SOFR,

the ARRC noted that the use of a Term SOFR curve

should be limited and should be available for cash

market transactions (which include business loans),

derivatives that hedge cash instruments which are

linked to Term SOFR, and certain securitizations that

haveunderlyingassets linked toTermSOFR.

The new ISDA supplement and protocol containing

the provisions of fall back rates became effective on

4

5

January 25, 2021. On March 5th, shortly after ICE

completed its member consultation of continuation

of LIBOR settings, FCA confirmed that Libor

settings for sterling, euro, Swiss franc, Japanese yen

and the one-week and two-month US dollar settings

will cease on December 31, 2021. However, the

overnight, 1 month, 3 month, 6 month and 12

month USD LIBOR rates will continue to be

published till June 30, 2023. It is important to note

that the market has been advised to not enter into

new USD LIBOR contracts post December 31,

2021. The FCA announcement has been deemed as

the official pre-cessation event, triggering the fixing

of the spreads that would be used in the

computation of fall back rates.

Various Alternative Reference Rates (ARRs) are

being adopted across jurisdictions to apply to

derivatives trades originally referencing a particular

LIBOR benchmark. LIBOR is currently traded in

five major currencies (USD, GBP, EUR, JPY and

CHF). Each of them is going to be replaced with a

reference rate which is an overnight borrowing rate

of their respective jurisdiction [Table 1]. These rates

have been chosen because they are based on market

data of the actual transactions on anonymous

trading platforms by a broader group of

participants rather than just a few dealer banks.

4. Alternative Reference Rates (ARR)

4

5

https://www.lch.com/resources/news/lch-successfully-completes-transition-sofr-discounting
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2021/ARRC_Press_Release_Term_SOFR.pdf

LIBOR USD GBP EUR JPY CHF

ARR SOFR SONIA ESTR TONAR SARON

Secured Yes No No No Yes

Tenor Overnight Overnight Overnight Overnight Overnight

Counterparties Banks and Non-Banks Banks and Non-Banks Banks and Non-Banks Banks and Non-Banks Banks

Table 1: Alternative Replacement Rates in the Five Major Currencies
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The current challenge of developing liquidity in the

ARR markets remains a concern. For greater

acceptability of the new rates, deeper markets are

required. Initiatives are being taken to push more

liquidity to ARR referenced contracts. Bonds linked

to ARR are being issued by quasi government

entities in some jurisdiction. Trading in swaps

referencing SOFR and SONIA has started to grow.

ISDA-Clarus RFR Adoption Indicator tracks how

much global trading activity (as measured by DV01)

is conducted in cleared over-the-counter OTC) and

exchange-traded interest rate derivatives (IRD) that

reference the identified risk-free rates (RFRs) in six

major currencies. The indicator has been rising

consistently since March 2021 and reached an all-

time high of 24.5% in October. On a traded

notional basis, the percentage of RFR-linked IRD

comprised 17.0% of total IRD in October 2021.

Charts 2 and 3 indicate the slow but steady progress

in the adoption of RFRs.

5. Developments in Emerging Market

Economies on LIBOR Transition

Jurisdictions that used LIBOR as a component of

their local interest rate benchmarks have initiated

the switch new benchmarks. In Singapore, the local

benchmark - the Singapore Dollar Swap Offer Rate

(SOR) - used LIBOR as one of its components.

Singapore has now opted for the Singapore Dollar

Overnight Rate Average (SORA) - a transaction-

based benchmark with no term component as its

ARR. Thailand has selected the Thai Overnight

Repurchase Rate (THOR) to replace the Thai Baht

Interest Rate Fixing (THBFIX) that has LIBOR

components.

India is also one of the emerging markets that are

USD LIBOR-takers i.e. it takes USD LIBOR as

given. Exposure to Libor linked financial contracts

in India is given in the below [Table 2]:
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Chart 3: Total IRD Notional Traded

Total Notional RFR Total Notional Other Indices % RFR Source:ISDA

Libor -Linked Financial Contract Exposure (USD Billion)
External Commercial Borrowing (*) 74

FCNR(B) Deposits (*) 24

Cross Currency Swaps (**) 83

FCY Interest Rate Swaps (**) 260

MIFOR Interest Rate Swaps (**) 91

Table 2: Exposure of LIBOR linked Contracts in India

RBI Bulletin; Nov (2020); (page-72). (*) As on March 31, 2020. (**) As on August 31, 2020
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In the Indian financial market, one of the significant

benchmarks for interest rate swaps is the Mumbai

Interbank Forward Outright Rate (MIFOR)

benchmark rate released by the Financial

Benchmarks India Pvt. Ltd (FBIL). The USD-

LIBOR rate is an input here and combines with

USD-INR rolling forward premia to derive the

FBIL MIFOR benchmark rate making it a synthetic

benchmark rate. Specifically, the FBIL MIFOR

Curve is an implied Rupee interest rate curve

derived from the FBIL Forward Premia Curve and

the USD LIBOR curve, and is being published by

FBIL since April 3, 2018. It is computed for 6

tenors, viz. the overnight, 1 month, 2 month, 3

month, 6 month and 12 month. Cessation of

LIBOR would have direct impact on computation

of the extant FBIL MIFOR. As of October 31, 2021

there were 8551 outstanding IRS contracts linked to

FBIL MIFOR aggregating to 6.37 lakh crore that

accounted for less than 16% of the total

outstanding IRS contracts (CCIL Rakshitra).

The Indian Bankers Association (IBA) had

constituted a Working Group in October 2019, to

assess the overall impact of LIBOR transition in

India and to build consensus amongst market

participants during this transition.

The IBA working group conducted a survey in

February 2020 to consult on the fallback

methodologies for the existing MIFOR curve and

also on a new INR rate instrument as a replacement

to MIFOR to be used going forward. The IBA

survey noted that the USD LIBOR fallback rate (viz.

SOFR compounded in arrears plus the spread

adjustment) along with the USD/INR forward

premia was preferred in case of existing (legacy)

�

contracts. This rate was defined as the Adjusted

MIFOR. In case of new MIFOR contracts, the

Daily SOFR compounded in arrears along with the

USD INR forward premium was considered.

In August 2020, RBI, requested banks to frame a

Board-approved plan, outlining an assessment of

exposures linked to LIBOR and the steps to be

taken to address risks arising from the cessation of

LIBOR, including preparation for the adoption of

the ARR.

In November 2020, FBIL published the draft

methodology document on its website detailing the

computation of the FBIL Adjusted MIFOR curve,

with The Clearing Corporation of India (CCIL) as

the Calculation Agent for this benchmark. As per

the methodology document , the FBIL Adjusted

MIFOR Curve would be computed using the All-in

Fallback Rate to the USD LIBOR curve along with

the FBIL Forward Premia Curve. The All-in

Fallback rate is computed as the sum of the

Adjusted SOFR and the Spread Adjustment. The

Adjusted SOFR is the overnight SOFR

compounded in arrears for the applicable tenor. The

Spread Adjustment value is a historical median

spread between the LIBOR and Adjusted SOFR for

a 5-year lookback period. The All-in Fallback rate

would be sourced from the FBIL approved data

service provider. The FBIL Forward Premia Curve

is a transaction based benchmark that is computed

from the Cash-Tom and Spot-Forward forex swap

transactions which are reported to CCIL for

settlement.

Since the All-in Fallback Rate is computed and

published in arrears, the FBIL Adjusted MIFOR

6

6
https://www.fbil.org.in/uploads/FBIL_Adjusted_MIFOR_Methodology_Document_Version_2_42a7e86a81.pdf
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Curve for the relevant tenors would also be

published in arrears. The FBIL Adjusted MIFOR

would be published for each Original LIBOR Rate

Record Date, such that the Trade Date of the FBIL

Forward Premia Rate would be mapped to a unique

Original Rate Record Day for the relevant tenor. A

description of the relevant dates used in the

computation of FBIL Forward Premia rates and

All-in Fallback Rate is provided in Annexure 1. A

worked out illustration of the computation of the

All-in Fallback rate is provided in Annexure 2.

With respect to an alternate reference rate to replace

MIFOR for new contracts, termed as the Modified

MIFOR, the IBA working group decided to carry

out a supplemental survey to seek feedback from the

market participants in December 2020. It noted that

an FX-swap implied rate was a preferred choice.

The daily SOFR compounded in arrears for a given

tenor along with the USD/INR forward premium

rate for that tenor, as an alternative rate was

considered.

On March 9, 2021, FBIL published the draft

methodology document on its website detailing the

computation of FBIL Modified MIFOR curve with

CCIL as the Calculation Agent, and invited

suggestions and feedback from market participants.

Based on the feedback, the final methodology

indicates that the FBIL Modified MIFOR for the

applicable tenors would be computed in arrears,

following the publication of the relevant Adjusted

SOFR. The Adjusted SOFR is the overnight SOFR

compounded in arrears for the applicable tenor.

Accordingly, FBIL would publish Modified MIFOR

in arrears for each Original Rate Record Date, such

7

that the Trade Date of the FBIL Forward Premia

Rate will be mapped to a unique Original Rate

Record Day for the relevant tenor. The only

difference between the Adjusted MIFOR and

Modified MIFOR would be the credit spread which

is added in the Adjusted MIFOR calculation.

FBIL commenced the publication of the Adjusted

MIFOR and FBIL Modified on June 15, 2021 and

June 30, 2021 respectively. Currently, the FBIL

Adjusted MIFOR curve and the FBIL Modified

MIFOR curve are published along with the existing

FBIL MIFOR curve (curve linked to LIBOR).

A few Indian banks have taken the first step of

dealing with SOFR based instruments so that they

can prepare and align their systems to handle SOFR

rates. ICICI and SBI have executed interbank

money market SOFR deals through their Hong

Kong branches . SBI has also signed a $100 million

deal in the external commercial borrowing (ECB)

market with Indian Oil Corporation (IOCL) using

SOFR for five years . Yes Bank recently availed a

SOFR linked trade borrowing from Wells Fargo .

RBI laid out the following Roadmap for LIBOR

transition on July 8, 2021:

i. Banks and financial institutions to cease

entering into new financial contracts that

reference LIBOR as a benchmark and instead

use any widely accepted ARR, as soon as

practicable and in any case by December 31,

2021;

ii. Banks and financial institutions to incorporate

robust fallback clauses in all financial contracts

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

https://www.fbil.org.in/uploads/FBIL_Modified_MIFOR_Methodology_Document_Version_2_8f0c0d6989.pdf
https://www.business-standard.com/article/finance/sbi-executes-inter-bank-money-market-transactions-linked-to-sofr-121012001326_1.html
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/sbi-awarded-mandate-for-first-sofr-linked-ecb-deal-by-ioc/article34084518.ece
https://www.yesbank.in/media/press-releases/sofr
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referencing LIBOR where the maturity is after

the announced cessation date of the LIBOR

settings.

iii. Banks and financial institutions to ensure that

new contracts entered into before December

31, 2021 that reference LIBOR and the

maturity of which is after the date on which

LIBOR ceases or becomes non-representative

include fallback clauses.

iv. Banks have also been advised to cease using

the FBIL MIFOR, a benchmark which

references the LIBOR, as soon as practicable

and in any event by December 31, 2021. In this

context, FBIL has started publishing daily

adjusted MIFOR rates from June 15, 2021 and

modified MIFOR rates from June 30, 2021

which can be used for legacy contracts and

fresh contracts respectively.

v. Contracts referencing LIBOR/MIFOR may

generally be undertaken after December 31,

2021 only for the purpose of managing risks

arising out of LIBOR/MIFOR referenced

contracts undertaken on or before December

31, 2021.

Further, RBI amended various directions issued to

Authorised Dealer Category-I banks (AD banks)

from time to time prescribing LIBOR linked

interest payable in respect of export/import

transactions on September 28, 2021 by permitting

them to use any other widely accepted/Alternative

reference rate in the concerned currency.

The transition from LIBOR to an Alternative

6. Issuesand Challenges in LIBORTransition

Reference Rate has brought forth issues and

challenges in the following key areas:

A shift in the

MIFOR fixing from a forward looking to a

backward looking curve warrants the need to revisit

the valuation and pricing models of Banks and

financial institutions. CCIL provides guaranteed

settlement service of IRS trades linked to FBIL

MIFOR Benchmark upto 5 years of residual

maturity. As part of the guaranteed settlement, it

collects margin for managing its risk. The

calculation of margin is linked to the valuation of

MIFOR trades using the MIFOR curve. Once the

LIBOR is discontinued, the selected alternative

reference rate to LIBOR would have to be

considered.

Globally, the International

Accounting Standards Board finalised its response

to the ongoing reform of inter-bank offered rates

and other interest rate benchmarks by issuing a

package of amendments to IFRS Standards. The

amendments aimed at helping companies to

provide investors with useful information about the

effects of the reform on those companies’ financial

statements . The amendments relate to:

• Changes to contractual cash flows: A company

will not have to de-recognise or adjust the

carrying amount of financial instruments for

changes required by the reform, but will

instead update the effective interest rate to

reflect the change to the alternative

benchmark rate;

• Hedge accounting: A company will not have to

a) Valuation and Margining:

b) Change in Accounting Norms to Account for

the LIBOR transition:

11

11
https://www.ifrs.org/news-and-events/news/2020/08/iasb-completes-response-to-ibor-reform/
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discontinue its hedge accounting solely

because it makes changes required by the

reform, if the hedge meets other hedge

accounting criteria; and

• Disclosures: A company will be required to

disclose information about new risks arising

from the reform and how it manages the

transition to alternative benchmark rates.

These amendments are effective for annual

reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January

2021, with early adoption permitted.

There will also be a financial and operational impact

of replacing LIBOR. Renegotiating a large volume

of contracts would be challenging. If contracts are

left to convert to fallback provisions when LIBOR

becomes unavailable, a process of revaluation

would be needed to be carried out over a short

period of time. The associated financial, customer

and operational impacts would also pose

challenges .

The inherent drawbacks of LIBOR as a financial

benchmark highlighted the need for Alternative

Reference Rates that could be adopted in its place

across jurisdictions. In case of India, the LIBOR

had predominantly been used as in products such as

ECBs, FCNR deposits, Cross currency swaps, FCY

interest rate swaps and MIFOR interest rates swaps.

MIFOR is an implied rupee interest rate computed

using the forward premia rate and the LIBOR.

With the impending discontinuation of LIBOR,

this article traced the LIBOR transition process in

c) Operational Impact on LIBOR transition:

7. Conclusion

12

case of India. Various alternatives were considered

by market and regulatory bodies in India to find a

replacement rate to LIBOR and the associated

MIFOR rate. Among a host of domestic as well and

foreign interest rates considered, the SOFR was

chosen as a suitable replacement rate to LIBOR, in

line with international market practices. The FBIL

MIFOR rate is set to be replaced by two alternative

rates namely the FBIL Adjusted MIFOR rate for

legacy contracts and the FBIL Modified MIFOR

rate for new contracts. This article provided an

overview of the replacement rate and its use in the

computation of MIFOR for new and legacy

contracts.

While the transition process is underway, with

market participants gearing up for a post LIBOR-

world, it is pertinent to note that a move from a

forward looking rate such as LIBOR to one that is

backward looking such as Adjusted SOFR has

brought to fore the need to revisit the valuation and

margining models of contracts originally linked to

LIBOR. The transition process would also have an

impact on accounting norms and operational

practices such as contract renegotiation, product re-

design, system migration etc.

12
Changing The World’s Most Important Number by Oliver Wyman. https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2018/feb/libor-rate-transition.html
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Annexure 1: Description of the Relevant Dates used in the Computation of FBIL Adjusted MIFOR

Annexure 2: Illustration of the Computation of Adjusted SOFR, Spread Adjustment Value and
the All-in Fallback Rate
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